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About This Game

Weaves of Fate is a unique and epic blend of isometric role playing and tactical strategy. In the far future, a demonic invasion
throughout all of time has been triggered as a result of humanity’s actions. With the timeline shattered and paradoxes cropping
up, the game follows multiple characters in different time periods as they deal with the resulting challenges and conflicts. As

fate’s weaves fall apart and the timeline fractures, the incarnations of reality decide to intervene. To preserve fate and destiny,
Death himself must become mortal and enter the human realm to fix things.

Key Features
- Level-up system: Make your heroes more powerful by upgrading their stats or unlocking new abilities and spells for them to

use in battle.
- Replayability: Replay levels for a better rating and extra upgrade points to spend on making heroes more powerful.

- Powerful abilities: Teleport your character around the battlefield and obliterate enemies with powerful spells.
- Deep and engaging story, spanning across multiple characters and time periods.
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Title: Weaves of Fate
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Tom Kingston
Publisher:
Tom Kingston
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 or later

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8GHz or equivalent processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card (64-bit)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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This is a great DLC and the main reason I bought it is because i wanted a train that Im very familiar with. As I live in Glasgow,
this was the train for me as it was local plus the fact that it came with two lovely first\/scotrail liveries. I really started getting
into this train, especially because I had done all of the in-game training on how to operate it, and then I started to want to drive it
on a route that was close to me aswell. So I looked up a glasgow rout and sure enough the one I get on very frequently was there
but there was one thing...

That route came with the train so I had uneededly spent \u00a33 on this train when I couldve got it with the Glasgow-Edinburgh
Waverly route, that way it comes with scenarios too.

So in conclusion:
GREAT train
GREAT liveries
AMAZING sounds
DISAPPOINTING interior

and...

BUY THE GLASGOW-EDINBURGH WAVERLY ROUTE INSTEAD BECAUSE:
GREAT train
GREAT route
GREAT senarios
UNBELIEVABLE value for money (Especially with 60% off!)
. Its quality. Few more options and polish will be great. Even the current form its well worth getting!. very enlightening game.
Gawsh this game is bad. The gfx are uninspired, and lack in contrast; the sounds are just a few sfx samples mashed together
with bad bg music sometimes, the controls suck, the story seems uninspired (though I didn't get very far before I was turned off
too badly)...

This is a perfect example of how NOT to make a game. Don't buy. Don't take it even if it was free.. This game is dumb. There
are no tutorials or tooltips whatsoever. I had to go to the store page to find out the winning conditions. Also don't build too
quickly or else worms and metorites will smite your buildings. If this looks interesting, go buy an actual management like Sim
City or Tropico instead.
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A brief and brilliant experience that is rewarding and thought provoking, highly recommended and I hope it gets expanded to a
full game.. E.Wolf's Downloadable Content

I recommend this DLC. It is free so there is not really a reason to skip it. It adds a few nice customization options and I
especially like the scope reticle.. Edit: I had a review written for their first released version, but Card Creator's updated so
quickly I figured I'd just rewrite it now.

Glad I put my faith in this program early on, because it's jumped very quickly from a basic program fun to mess with for
prototyping simple projects to a more serious contender among other software of its kind! The developers keep track of how
their work on Card Creator is coming along on Trello (a website for project management) where anyone can go to look at and
comment on their plans and progress, and I had even subscribed to this board, only to find that I was getting a ton of
notifications from it because they're just working on it all the dang time! The interface is easy to work with, and bugs get
squashed and features are added at a very nice pace. If this looks at all like something you're interested in, I definitely
recommend it if you've got the extra bit of cash for it.. A few stand-out tracks that really lit up certain scenes in the game. For
me, this purchase was worth it for "Revelations" alone.. Good paintjobs. Not much to say. This game is as simple as it seems
(though it is pretty difficult on the higher stages) and the price is a little high for the kind of game it is, but if you can get it on
sell then it's worth it. As others have already said, it has achievements and trading cards, so that essentialy makes up for it even
if you do end up paying full price.

The concept is pretty cool and the electro/retro music is a nice touch, so prepare to trip balls into the world of flowing text if
you're willing to give this game a shot.. Don't waste your time buying this "Seasonal Pass". As my first-time consumer of a
Seasonal Pass, my expectations where high and for good measure. After aggitating delays from Capcom, they finally deliver
their release. To my surpise, I was sadly disappointed to see that this useless pass does nothing more then give you characters
(which you can earn for free) and one Battle gear costume from each. It would be redeeming if they could at least give us the
stages as well for free; although that wouldn't do much to put Capcom back in my good graces.

Well I'm lying, if they could give us all the battle gear (corresponding to each in-game fighter ) in this pass... I'll keep my lips
shut.. This is absolute banger.

We danced hardbass, wore g-strings, killed hundreds of mutants, zombies and weird\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665spiders
and defeated the actual devil.
I never had so much fun for 2 euros in my whole life.

Buy this. Like right now.
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